March 30, 2021

The Honorable John Kerry
Special Presidential Envoy for Climate
United States State Department
2201 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20520

Dear Special Presidential Envoy for Climate John Kerry,

We the 145 undersigned organizations, many of which are members of the Stop The Money Pipeline coalition, wish to welcome you to your new role. The creation of your position, and your long history of leadership on climate change, is an important sign of the commitment the Biden administration has to achieving a 100% clean energy economy. We look forward to working with you to ensure we protect the workers and the communities on the frontlines of the climate crisis. Today we write to request your support and leadership in urgently addressing one of the most important and overlooked drivers of climate change: ending the flow of private finance from Wall Street to the industries driving climate change around the world — fossil fuels and forest-risk commodities.

As Bill McKibben has written, “money is the oxygen on which the fire of global warming burns.”\(^1\) Since the Paris Agreement was signed, that fire has been raging: $3.8 trillion from global banks has flowed to fossil fuels from 2016-2020;\(^2\) over that same period, global banks invested over $191 billion in forest-risk commodities worldwide.\(^3\) The largest fossil fuel lenders, insurance providers, and institutional investors are all U.S.-headquartered firms. JPMorgan Chase has been the largest fossil fuel banker in the world by a wide margin in recent years.\(^4\) Companies like Liberty Mutual, AIG, and Chubb exacerbate climate risks by supporting increasingly risky fossil fuel development. And the U.S. asset managers Vanguard and BlackRock are the largest investors in the global coal industry by a wide margin,\(^5\) and hold roughly $12 billion in deforestation-risk soft commodities.\(^6\)

In order for the U.S. to demonstrate global climate leadership, we must take action to end financing of fossil fuels and deforestation around the world by U.S. firms and entities.

That is why we applauded President Biden’s executive order directing you and Treasury Secretary Yellen to develop a U.S. climate finance plan,\(^7\) and why we were encouraged when you said this plan will include “ending international financing of fossil fuel projects with public money.”\(^8\) If this plan is robust and is implemented well, it would be a critical first step towards establishing international leadership on fossil fuel finance.

However, in order to credibly take on this challenge, we must recognize that Wall Street is not yet an ally — as long as U.S. firms continue to pour more money into the drivers of climate change, they are actively undermining President Biden’s climate goals. From new venture capital firms that
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8 Special Envoy for Climate John Kerry, "Mobilizing Action on Climate Change," World Economic Forum, Jan. 2021 (“President Biden will sign another series of Executive Orders that continue to advance his climate agenda […] by directing his administration to develop a US climate finance plan, as well as a plan for ending international financing of fossil fuel projects with public money.”)
are trying to turn nature itself into a commodity;\textsuperscript{9} to private equity firms like Blackstone that are deeply invested in fossil fuels;\textsuperscript{10} to asset managers like BlackRock, which holds nearly $61 billion in equity in four of the largest global oil companies,\textsuperscript{11} U.S. financial firms are a long way from the leading edge of climate justice. Meanwhile, new financial products touted as mechanisms for financing green energy, such as the “blank check” special-purpose acquisition companies (SPACs) that you recently praised,\textsuperscript{12} pose a real threat to the financial system by evading long-standing rules and creating misaligned incentives between issues and investors.\textsuperscript{13} Financial engineering will not stop the climate crisis — we need coordinated action by financial regulators combined with market shifts in order to achieve our climate goals.

We were therefore disappointed to see that Mark Gallogly may be appointed to your team. Mr. Gallogly spent 16 years at Blackstone — the world’s largest private equity firm and a major investor in fossil fuels\textsuperscript{14} — and mentored four executives who currently sit on Blackstone’s management committee.\textsuperscript{15} He co-founded the private equity and hedge fund group Centerbridge Partners in 2005, which pushed austerity in Puerto Rico in order to prioritize repayment of the distressed debt it purchased at a steep discount.\textsuperscript{16} Centerbridge also profited off the California wildfires, purchasing stock in Pacific Gas and Electric Company following the 2018 Camp Fire (the deadliest in the state’s history), along with PG&E insurance claims. Centerbridge then loaned money to the attorney representing the wild fire victims via a loan facility.\textsuperscript{17} While Centerbridge and other funds that purchased insurance claims received an $11 billion all-cash settlement,\textsuperscript{18} half of the fire victims claims were paid out in stocks that have since lost value.\textsuperscript{19} This background in private equity, combined with the many concerns our coalition partners have expressed over his past work at Centerbridge,\textsuperscript{20} lead us to believe Mr. Gallogly will not approach Wall Street with the appropriate level of diplomatic pressure. We are concerned that he will instead seek to cut deals that will greenwash the damage these institutions are doing to our shared goal of ensuring a safe climate. A climate action approach that seeks to partner with Wall Street without also holding it accountable is no longer credible in 2021.

Ultimately, we believe that in order for the United States to be credible as a global leader on climate, we must seriously address Wall Street’s financing of fossil fuels. To do so would require the following commitments:

\begin{itemize}
  \item **Push U.S. and international financial institutions to commit to ending fossil fuel and forest-destroying financing and insurance beyond inadequate, pre-emptive commitments.** While a growing number of financial firms and insurers are making commitments such as becoming net-zero by 2050, many of these commitments rely on problematic offsets or carbon capture and storage, and targets — when they exist — far out in the future. We need your advocacy to push them to do more and to do it sooner. This includes an immediate end to financing for fossil fuel expansion, a complete exit from
\end{itemize}
sectors such as coal mining, coal power, tar sands oil, Arctic oil and gas, fracked oil and gas, offshore oil and gas, and liquified natural gas, a phase-out of all financing for fossil fuel projects and companies on a Paris-compliant timeline, emissions reductions that begin immediately, a clear requirement for “real zero” targets rather than net-zero, and a strengthening of firms’ human rights commitments, particularly the rights of Indigenous peoples.

- **Urge U.S. asset managers to divest from pure-play coal, oil, and gas, and adjust their corporate engagement to appropriately reflect climate risk.** The Special Envoy for Climate should ask U.S. asset managers to immediately remove high-risk, heavy emitting companies and sectors from their actively managed funds, and further recommend that asset managers adopt a stated exclusion policy on all companies associated with high-risk oil, gas, and coal development,\(^{21}\) create Indigenous rights and deforestation policies, and change their corporate engagement by using their influence as significant shareholders to vote against fossil fuel expansion plans.

- **Advocate for coordinated, international financial regulation.** The Special Envoy for Climate’s office should make it a priority to urge financial regulators in the U.S. and around the world to act cooperatively on climate regulation, rather than relying on voluntary commitments from firms that are hoping to convince regulators there’s no need for further action. Ensuring that the disclosures of financed emissions have legally enforceable methods for accountability, and that bank supervisors are creating the appropriate climate stress tests, capital requirements, and making use of other supervisory and prudential regulation tools are basic steps that should be enacted without delay.

- **Engage regularly with climate advocates and the frontline communities most impacted by climate change.** Stop the Money Pipeline has thought extensively about the commitments that financial firms must make to stop funding, insuring and investing in climate destruction.\(^{22}\) We would like to meet with you and your team to further our many ideas about the role the Special Envoy for Climate’s office can play in addressing the financial industry’s role in the climate crisis. In addition, the Special Envoy for Climate should be meeting with the groups most directly affected by climate change and fossil fuel production. As one example, Rep. Rashida Tlaib personally invited Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell to visit her Congressional district and see up close what it’s like to live in a community next to a refinery;\(^{23}\) your office could help facilitate and participate in this invitation.

Until we can hold Wall Street firms to account, no amount of new green finance commitments can credibly undo the damage that their fossil fuel financing is doing to the climate, to U.S. climate leadership, and to our chances of meeting the goals of the Paris Agreement.

We look forward to speaking with you and your team soon.

Sincerely,

---

\(^{21}\) High-risk oil and gas development includes but is not limited to tar sands production, transportation and refinement, Arctic and Amazon oil development, and shale gas

\(^{22}\) Stop the Money Pipeline, “About the Movement”
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